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1. Introduction

Dieudonnέ [1] showed that a commutative formal group over a perfect field
k of characteristic p>0 corresponds to a certain type of matrix whose entries
are elements of a certain non-commutative formal power series ring over the
ring W(K) of Witt vectors over k. He also showed in [2] that if k is an alge-
braically closed field, then any commutative formal group over k is isogenous

to a direct product of simple commutative formal groups GΛ>0>W with (n, m)—l
and commutative formal groups of Witt vectors of finite length.

Honda [3] studied the theory of commutative formal groups over a certain

type of local ring o which is a generalization of the ring of Witt vectors W(K).
He lifted a commutative formal group over the residue field k to a commutative
formal group over o so that the both groups correspond to the same matrix.
As a special case, he obtained the Honda groups Hnim(=Gn>9n in [3]), whose
reductions coincide to the Dieudonnά groups GΛ>0>m if k is a perfect field and
o=W(k). He also found that the endomorphism ring of a w-dimensional com-
mutative formal group over o is isomorphic to a certain subring of Mn(o).

The purpose of this paper is to determine the endomorphism rings
End0(Hn>tn) of the Honda groups Hnm explicitly, by calculating the inverse of a
certain element of a non-commutative formal power series ring. Since the ring
is not commutative, we must distinguish many words in the expansion of the

above-mentioned inverse. The basic fact is that the word vanishes unless it
has an exceptionally regular form. As an application of present results we shall

study the relationship between the commutative formal groups and their endo-
morphism rings in the forthcomming paper.

The author thanks Professor Honda for suggesting the problem.

2. Preparations

Throughout this paper, we shall use the same notation and terminology as
in Honda [3].
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Let K be a field of characteristic zero, v a normalized discrete valuation of
K and o its valuation ring. We shall denote by £ the maximal ideal of o, by π

a prime element of p and by k the residue field of o. We shall assume that
p Π Z contains a rational prime p and we shall set v(p) =e(>Q). Moreover we

assume that there exists an endomorphism σ of o such that

aσ = aq mod p

for any a in o, where q is a power of p. We shall fix σ and π throughout this
paper.

Let n be a positive integer and m a non-negative integer. Let 33W—
Mw(JK)σ[[T

1]] be the formal power series ring over the matrix ring Mn(K) with
the commutation rule

TA = AσT •(*)

for any A in Mn(K). Let 21Λ be the subring of 95W consisting of the elements

whose coefficients are in Mn(o). We define nxn matrices 7V+, N_ and DΛ with
a in K in the following way:
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We shall set

where In is the unit matrix of order n. We shall easily see that

Ό 0

0
1 O O

We adopt here the convention that N+=0 and N_n~l=l in case n=l. As
is easily seen π~lu is invertible in 35rt. We shall define the matrices Br

ys by the

relation:

For any column vector x=t(xί9 •••, Λ:Λ) of variables #/ί, we shall define a column

vector A(jc)=i(A1(jc), •••, hn(x)) of formal power series in -SΓ[[jc]] by

h(x) = jc+ΣΓ-i Br**r,

where χ9r=t(χl

gr

t •••, ̂ r) for any positive integer r. After these preparations

we shall define the formal group H(=Hntn) by the equation:
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This H is defined over o (cf. Theorem 2, [3]).

Now we are going to determine the endomorphism ring End0 (H) of H
over o. For this purpose several preparatory considerations will be required.

Lemma 1. For any non-negative integer k, we have

N n~lN kN n~l _ λ N n~1
i v _ ι\ + J.M _ — θ£ > w _ 1 ιv_ ,

where δ denotes the Kronecker's δ.

The proof is elementary and will be omitted. For notational simplicity

we set

r = σm+n ,

throughout the rest of this paper.

Lemma 2. For any a in K we have

and
N_n-ιTm+

Proof. By the commutation rule (*) we have

N+TDa = N+Da'T =

••.ασ

0 0

similarly we have

Theorem 1. Let U and V be defined by

U = ZVW+T, V = D«~1N_"-lTm+l.

Then we have the fallowings:

a) Uk = D«~kN+

kTk .

For any positive integer λ and non-negative integers r(l), •• ,r(λ —1); i,j we have
the following two assertions.
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b) If r(s)ή^n — 1 for some s, then we have

= 0 .

c) If r(s) = n — 1 for any s, then we have

__ _ .

where k=i-{-j—(n~l).

Proof. Since D#~l commutes with N+T by Lemma 2, we have

This proves a). Next we shall prove b). We suppose that there exists SQ

such that r($0)=t=w— 1. Then by Lemma 1, 2 and the fact that any diagonal

matrices commute each other, we have

rcV V

by Lemma 2. Therefore

= 0.

This proves b). Similaly if r(s)=n — 1 for any s, we have the following by the
first part of this theorem.

W-*-1^*1)^^

- M * = τS - - ϊ λ "- ^ ' - w i + +

Now the theorem is proved.

In Theorem 1 we have defined C7 and F. We shall define here W^ as

follows and these notation will be fixed throughout this paper.
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= Uk

for 0^/ί<w, and

for λ ̂  1, I Λ I <«. Then we have the following.

Lemma 3. a) W°£ is a monomial of degree (m+n)\+k in T.

b) u-^ = ̂ kl<n^+nn+k^W^\ •••• .............. (E)

Proof. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
Now we have

= /„+ ί/+ F+ Z72+ t/F+ FC7+ F2+ .

From Theorem 1 it follows easily that

= Σ
Corollary. T/* ^τ=τr

where Nk denotes N+kfor A>0, 7Λ/or k=0 and N.~kfor

This corollary is easily verified by Theorem 1 and by the fact thatZ)/=DΛ.

Proposition 1. Ifm=Qwe have

,,.-!_. _ <srv» enu π — Zjr=o is*

where C=N++N_n~l and D^ is a diagonal matrix whose (i, ι)-th entry δ^ satisfies
the condition:

for any i.

Proof. We have

u~lπ

and

(D*-
We shall see
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with the desired Z)(s) by induction on s. First we have

(ZV'CT)0 = InC°T° .

Next we assume

0

L O

with ι>(δc{')= — ί for any i. Then, we have

C*TS

0 1 0

ό '••! i
i o o

csτs

s

Cs

We shall set

o 1 =

It is easy to see that

and this D^S+Ό satisfies the condition

This completes the induction process.
Now we shall see the relationship between

Lemma 4. a) W<? - W£\U+U"-l+kV(Un-lVf-1

for λ^l.

fork^Q, X^

b) W&\= UWΆU
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Proof. From the defining equation of W^ we have

The second equation of a) is obtained in a similar way. b) is an immediate

consequence of a) and the fact Un+k= 0 for k^O (cf. Theorem 1).

Lemma 5. Suppose λ^l. Let X™=[xfi>], Y™=[yW] and Z^=

[#, cy] be matrices in Mn(K) satisfying the following equations (cf. Theorem 1)
respectively:

/ (λ)

Then we have the fallowings :

a) *,cy = 0 /or (ί,;)Φ(l, 1), and ι>(xft>) = -n\ .

b) y/y = 0 /or (ί,; )Φ(fi,n), am/ K^O = -«λ .

c) ^ = 0 /or ί— Φl, and v(zfiίj) = — wλ+1

/or tf/zy y wzVA j<n.

Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the
fact that π** is a prime element of p for any s.

We shall set ξΎ=xΆ\ ξ^=ySn and y<γ=z£l 3 for any; <Λ. These nota-
tion will be fixed throughout the rest of this paper.

Lemma 6. End0 (H)—Mn(o) Π M"1^.

We owe this lemma to Honda [3] (Corollary of Theorem 3). We shall
identify Endo (H) with Mn(o) Π u~l$ίMu by the above isomorphism.

3. The ring End0 (H) in case m>0

In this section we shall determine the structure of End0 (H) more explicitly,
in case w>0. We shall set

c/= {a<=o\ar = a}

and shall see the following theorem.
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Theorem 2. Ifm>Q, then End0 (H)^o'.

Proof. As is easily seen the following three conditions for a matrix A in
Mn(o) are equivalent:

(1)

(2)

(3) π~luAu-lπ

We shall express π~luAu~lπ in a formal power series in T as

We shall denote by m^s) the ί-th row vector of
First we shall prove that

Endo (#)c {Da€ΞMn(o) \

Let A=[aij] be a matrix in Mn(o) such that

We shall denote by α, =(αί 1, •••', aίn) the z-th row vector of A.
Then we have

π~luA = (In-D«-lN+T-D«-lN_n-lTm+l)A

which imply

= π'luA

Thus we have

for any ί with z<w and

- (an-π~l

aι

σm+1T

= ΣΓ-o = 0 mod o

(αΛ-τr-1α1

σm+1Γw+1) Σ ̂ ^ = ΣΓ-o mn(s)Ts = 0 mod o
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We shall look for the condition for aly •••, an so that the coefficient vectors m£(s)

of Ts have integral entries.

Step 1 . Here we are looking for the condition

m^s) = 0 mod o

for any i with t<n. Since m > 0 we shall easily see that if λ ̂  1 , k ̂  1 then W^
is the only monomial of degree (m-\-n)\-\-k in the expansion (E) (cf. Lemma 3).

We shall calculate m^m+nfy) and ιw, ((flH-w)λ+l). We have

^l = 0 mod o

and

aiW^-π-^a^TW^ = 0 mod o ,

which imply by Lemma 4

ai(VUn-lf+(aiU-π-σn~ίai^T)W^l = 0 mod o

and (C,)

-7r-σn" α ίW
ΓZXE/ l | 1F)λ+(«ίtf-- TΓ-^-'α^^OW^t/ = 0 mod o

By Lemma 5 we shall see that a^VU"^, (aiU-π-*n~ 'ai+l*T)W*l, (atV-

τr-σ" α£M

σΓ)fFlλίC7 and TT-'"" αί+1

σΓ(E7rt-1F)λ are vectors of the following forms:

*> >
= (0, *, -, *) ,

^Vf = (*, 0, -, 0) .

Therefore each of the above four vectors is congruent to 0 mod o from

the congrence (Cz ). We shall consider only the first, second and fourth of

these congruences. By Lemma 5, we shall reduce these three congruences

respectively to the following forms :

** Ξ 0 modo,

** = 0 mod o

fory<w, and

-7r-ffM~ αmι^
)<ΓΓcm+n)λ+1 = 0 mod o .

Thus we have

π-<rn~'aίj.—π-(rn~taί+1j+1

a' = 0 mod t>*λ ,
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Let λ increase. Then we have

ain = 0 ,

y</ί, and

αmι

σ = 0 ,

respectively. Now by these equations, we have seen that

A = DΛ

where «=«»„.

Step 2. Here we are looking for the condition for A=D<ύ so that the
coefficient vector mn(s) has integral entries. We shall easily see that there
exists at most two monomials W^t^ and H^Vi whose degrees are (m+n)\+m+ί
and unique monomial W^ whose degree is (m-\-n)\ in the expansion (E)
(cf. Lemma 3). We shall consider the congruence

mn((m+n)\+m+l)

= 0 m o d o . .................. (CH)

Here we have

= (0, .-, 0, a

anW& = 0

and

= π-\aτ, 0,

Therefore we have

= (0, •• ,0,a)(VU"-1fV

-π-\a\ 0, •• ,ΰ)Tm

= ((0, -, 0, ά)V-π-\a\ 0, -, 0)Γ">+1)(C7'-1F)λ

= ((a, 0, -, Q)n-lTm+1-π-'ί(άr, 0, .-., 0)r"+1)(t//1-1F)λ .

Hence by the congruence (€„) we have

((α, 0, .-., 0)-(ατ, 0, -, Q))π-lTm+l(Un-1V)* = 0 modo.
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Let λ increase. Then we have

(tf,0,. ,0) = (ατ,0, ...,0)

namely

oC = a .

Now we have proved that any matrix A in Mn(ό) such that

π-luAu~lπG$lΛ

must be of the form

A = D.
with aτ=a.

Conversely if a matrix A in Mn(o) satisfies

with ar=a, then ^4 commutes with N_n~λTm+\ N+T and Ar1. So A com-
mutes with π-1u=In-D^1N+T-D^1N.n~l Tm+\ Therefore

π~luAu~lπ = Aπ^uu^π = A&$in .

The ring consisting of such A is isomorphic to the ring α' of a in o with

ar=a. Now Theorem 2 is proved.

4. The ring End? (H) in case m=0

In this section we shall determine End0 (H) more explicitly in case m=Q.
First we shall prove the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Ifm=Q, then

Proof. As in Theorem 2 we shall identify End0(#) with Mw(o)Π
u~lπ&nπ~lu. We have seen in Proposition 1 that

where C and Z)(s) are defined as in Proposition 1 . Then for any A in Mn(o)

we have
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Since C and D^σD«~s are invertible matrices in MM(o), we have

if and only if

AD*-1C-D*-1CA* s 0 mod

for any s. Let s increase. Then we have that

A<=ΞEnd0(H)

if and only if

AD«-IC = D^
i.e.

This is the desired result.

Corollary. Ifm=0 and n — 1 ,

|ατ = a} = o' .

This corollary is easily verified and the proof will be omitted.
We shall define a left (/-module structure on Mn(ό) by the following

equation:

for any a in o' and X in Mn(ό).

Proposition 3. Ifm=Q, End0 (H) is a o'-submodule of Mn(o).

Proof. We shall only show that Endo (H) admits the multiplication of an
element a in ox. For any A in EndD(H) we have

-1 = CDΛ*A«C-1 = C(DΛAγC-1 = qαo^'C'1 .

by Proposition 2. On the other hand a°A is an element of Mn(o). Therefore
we have that a°A is an element of End0 (H). This is what we desire.

For any rational integer s we shall define a o'-submodule 5DίlC5) of End0 (H)
consisting of matrices A's in EndD (H) such that X^—AC~S is a diagonal matrix.
Since C"=In we have

and
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if sl—sz is divisible by n. By these equations we shall set C*= Cs and TO(5)=9Jl(5)

for any 5 in Z/nZ which is the reduction of a rational integer s mod n. We shall
denote by S the subset of Z\nZ consisting of s's such that

It is easy to see that S is a subgroup of Z\nZ.

Proposition 4. If m=0 we have the fallowings •:

a) Endo (H) is isomorphic to θ?es
s^α) as a lφ o'-module.

b) 2ϊtc5) is a free tf -module of rank one for any s in S.

Proof. Any matrix X in Mn(o) is uniquely expressed as

where X^ is a diagonal matrix for any 5. It is easy to see

DiXD*-1 = CX'C-1

if and only if

for any 5. Therefore we have

as a left (/-module. Now we have proved a). Let X^C* and XC£C* be non-

zero elements of SJ71C5). Then we have

for each /. As is easily seen any non-zero element of 5UIC5) is invertible in Mn(K).
Therefore we have

This equation is equivalent to

Now we shall easily see that there exists an element x of the quotient field K'
of o7 such that

jrφj£c|)-ι = Dx .

Since 9JlC6°cMΛ(o) and on the other hand o is a discrete valuation ring, there
exists an element ΰ(5)C^ of VJl^ such that
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2KC3F) = oΌ(B(ϊ)C*)

Now we have also proved b).

Corollary. If m=Q and τrτ=7r, then we have

Endo (H) ̂  {Σ-^z/nzDΛ-sC~s^Mn(o)\ai = a-s for any $} .

This corollary is easily verified and the proof will be omitted.

5. The ring o'

From now on we shall determine the ring o' more explicitly. In this sec-

tion we suppose that o is complete. Let φ be the natural map from o to k. For
any element a of o such that ατ—α, we have

φ(ά)qm*n = φ(ά).

Therefore we shall regard 0(o') as GF(qm+n) Π k.

Lemma 7. Let k0 be a perfect subfield of k. Then the ring W(k0) of Witt
vectors is naturally embedded into o so that the diagram below commutes:

Φ Lψ > k

t
«*„

where L w^ is the desired embedding and ίkQ is the natural embedding of k0 into k.

Proof. We shall only give the definition of IWUQ-> here, and the detail of

the proof will be omitted. Now the mapping ίw^k^ is given as follows.

Σ Ψo(*t )£'' *•-» Σ Ψ^ίJί1'

where ψ (resp. ψ0) denotes the unique multiplicative representation of k0 to

o(resp. W(k0)). From now on we shall regard W(k0) as a subring of o by this

embedding.
Now we shall show the following.

Theorem 3. Ifm>Qorn=lίm=Qzve have the followings\

a) Endo (H) — 0' - Zp[w\ π'}

where w' is a generator of the group of (qm+n — l)-th roots of unity in o, and πf is an

element of o such that d=v(π'} is minimal positive in v(of).
b) πf is a root of an Eίsensteίn polynomial f of degree e'=e/d over Zp[w'].
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Proof. We shall set k0=GF(qm+n) Π k. Then we easily obtain

and find a root w'=ψ(g) of unity in W(k0) where g is a generator of the multi-

plicative group & 0

X . Here we shall easily see

On the other hand^ is contained in o'. For any non-zero element a in o'

with v(a)=d, there exists a pair (x, y) of rational integers such that

dx+ey = (d, e) ,

therefore we have

and

Thus we can choose an element πf so that v(π'} is the minimal positive value in

z>(o') For such πf we have

v(π')\e.

From now on we shall denote d=v(π'). For any element β of o' we have

and

^oφ(β) = β mod J) .

Since β—ψ°φ(β) is invariant under T, we have

β-ψ°φ(β) = 0 mod TT'O . .................. (Cτ)

Let α be an element of ox. We shall define a series {a{} .l^i<00 in o' and a

series {#t }0^* <«> in W[^o) inductively in the following way:

and

for i^O. Then we have

As is easily seen ox is complete as a subring of o. Therefore we have
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o' = W(k0)([π']]

as a subring of o. Since v(π/eίd)—v(p) and other hand W(k0) is complete, there

exists an Eisenstein polynomial / of degree e'=e/d over W(k0) such that

Thus we have

0' = W(k0)[πr\

as a subring of o, by approximation. Since / is irreducible over W(k0) we can

regard W(k0)[π'] as W(k0)[x]l(f(x)). Therefore we have

Now our proof is complete.

Corollary. If m>0 or m—Q, n=l and moreover e— 1, then we have
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